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traces the strategic and ideological development of the united states army as an institution from the seventeenth century to the present age of
overkill a strong and stimulating book it has no rival in either scope or quality for libraries history buffs and armchair warriors it is a must for
political science students career diplomats and officers in the armed services its reading should be required history a particularly timely account
kansas city times it reads easily but is not a popularized history nor does the book become a history of battles weigley s analyses and interpretations
are searching competent and useful perspective from the publisher this latest edition of an official u s government military history classic provides an
authoritative historical survey of the organization and accomplishments of the united states army this scholarly yet readable book is designed to
inculcate an awareness of our nation s military past and to demonstrate that the study of military history is an essential ingredient in leadership
development it is also an essential addition to any personal military history library this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body
of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public
to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant there s a war to be won is the landmark story of one of the greatest armies in history a conscript force of
amateur soldiers who had an unparalleled record of combat success here for the first time in one volume is the chronicle of the united states army s
dramatic mobilization and stunning march to victory in world war ii in a lively and engrossing narrative that spans theaters of operations around the
world geoffrey perret tells how the army was drafted trained organized armed and led at every stage of the war beginning with the prescient military
planners of the 1930s he offers vivid warts and all profiles of the farsighted commanders who would lead the way men like marshall macarthur
eisenhower ridgway bradley and patton drawing heavily on important new source material in major archives throughout the united states there s a
war to be won offers new insights into the wartime army its commanders and its battles a major work of american military history an immensely
readable well researched history dramatic chicago tribune 001 infantry division united states unit history by the united states army center for
military history is a record of the actions and travels of the 001 infantry of the united states the 1st infantry division is a combined arms division of
the united states army and is the oldest continuously serving division in the regular army it has seen continuous service since its organization in 1917
during world war i it was officially nicknamed the big red one abbreviated bro after its shoulder patch and is also nicknamed the fighting first presents a
history of the united states army from colonial times until the present day much has been written about the exploits of the american expeditionary
forces the men and women sent overseas to fight during world war i but much less is known about the two million who served in the army without ever
setting foot on foreign soil this book examines the history of depot brigades development battalions u s guards units students army training corps and
other forgotten troops charged with training soldiers guarding installations and performing myriad other duties it also chronicles the service of men
like actor jimmy cagney author f scott fitzgerald movie director frank capra children s author ludwig bemelmans and the two million others who served
in the united states during the war at the time many of these men considered themselves unfortunate cast offs doomed to spend the war safe at home
while their friends served in combat overseas but in the end it was largely because of them that america could field an effective fighting force this book
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offers a detailed timeline of the key events in the history of the u s army from the american revolutionary war to today s ongoing conflicts in
afghanistan and iraq the united states army a chronology 1775 to the present captures the full sweep of the u s army s place in our nation s history
its series of concise yet highly informative entries cover all important events involving american ground troops both successes and failures in wartime
and in peace from the american revolutionary war to the present in a basic chronological format anchored to specific dates the united states army
reports on all significant military engagements major conflicts and isolated actions but goes well beyond the battlefield to include significant
political and administrative changes affecting the military notable events in the careers of generals and soldiers significant military texts the
foundation of noted schools of instruction and military minutae such as pay scales and creation of a general staff coverage also extends beyond the
regular army to include auxiliaries from the colonial militias to today s national guard reserves army aviation and special forces
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a strong and stimulating book it has no rival in either scope or quality for libraries history buffs and armchair warriors it is a must for political
science students career diplomats and officers in the armed services its reading should be required history a particularly timely account kansas city
times it reads easily but is not a popularized history nor does the book become a history of battles weigley s analyses and interpretations are
searching competent and useful perspective
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from the publisher this latest edition of an official u s government military history classic provides an authoritative historical survey of the
organization and accomplishments of the united states army this scholarly yet readable book is designed to inculcate an awareness of our nation s
military past and to demonstrate that the study of military history is an essential ingredient in leadership development it is also an essential addition
to any personal military history library
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this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished
using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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there s a war to be won is the landmark story of one of the greatest armies in history a conscript force of amateur soldiers who had an unparalleled
record of combat success here for the first time in one volume is the chronicle of the united states army s dramatic mobilization and stunning march to
victory in world war ii in a lively and engrossing narrative that spans theaters of operations around the world geoffrey perret tells how the army
was drafted trained organized armed and led at every stage of the war beginning with the prescient military planners of the 1930s he offers vivid warts



and all profiles of the farsighted commanders who would lead the way men like marshall macarthur eisenhower ridgway bradley and patton drawing
heavily on important new source material in major archives throughout the united states there s a war to be won offers new insights into the wartime
army its commanders and its battles a major work of american military history an immensely readable well researched history dramatic chicago tribune
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001 infantry division united states unit history by the united states army center for military history is a record of the actions and travels of the
001 infantry of the united states the 1st infantry division is a combined arms division of the united states army and is the oldest continuously serving
division in the regular army it has seen continuous service since its organization in 1917 during world war i it was officially nicknamed the big red one
abbreviated bro after its shoulder patch and is also nicknamed the fighting first
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presents a history of the united states army from colonial times until the present day
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much has been written about the exploits of the american expeditionary forces the men and women sent overseas to fight during world war i but much
less is known about the two million who served in the army without ever setting foot on foreign soil this book examines the history of depot brigades
development battalions u s guards units students army training corps and other forgotten troops charged with training soldiers guarding
installations and performing myriad other duties it also chronicles the service of men like actor jimmy cagney author f scott fitzgerald movie director
frank capra children s author ludwig bemelmans and the two million others who served in the united states during the war at the time many of these men
considered themselves unfortunate cast offs doomed to spend the war safe at home while their friends served in combat overseas but in the end it was
largely because of them that america could field an effective fighting force
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this book offers a detailed timeline of the key events in the history of the u s army from the american revolutionary war to today s ongoing conflicts in
afghanistan and iraq the united states army a chronology 1775 to the present captures the full sweep of the u s army s place in our nation s history
its series of concise yet highly informative entries cover all important events involving american ground troops both successes and failures in wartime
and in peace from the american revolutionary war to the present in a basic chronological format anchored to specific dates the united states army
reports on all significant military engagements major conflicts and isolated actions but goes well beyond the battlefield to include significant
political and administrative changes affecting the military notable events in the careers of generals and soldiers significant military texts the
foundation of noted schools of instruction and military minutae such as pay scales and creation of a general staff coverage also extends beyond the



regular army to include auxiliaries from the colonial militias to today s national guard reserves army aviation and special forces
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